
Deante Zorba 760.0E
Granitový dřez s odkapem a excentrickým ovládáním. Horní montáž. Min. šířka

kuch. skříňky 50 cm. Hloubka vaničky 15 cm.

EAN: 5907650847397
128,04 €

106,70 € excluding VAT

EAN: 5907650847373
128,04 €

106,70 € excluding VAT

EAN: 5908212043707
128,04 €

106,70 € excluding VAT

EAN: 5908212043752
128,04 €

106,70 € excluding VAT

Timeless granite sink with a drainer Deante Zorba 760.0E made by Deante company, which is a leader
in the market of granite, stainless steel, and ceramic sinks. Deante has been on the market for over 30
years, representing a guarantee of quality. Deante brand products are called ProEco, which means that
natural materials and Eco packaging are used in their production.

With its timeless simple appearance, the Deante Zorba 760.0E sink is an ideal choice for almost any
kitchen in any style. The sink presents itself with lightness and elegance. The model of the granite sink
with a drainer is the most common choice for customers in kitchen setups.

The granite single bowl sink Deante Zorba 760.0E features a large and practical drainer. The 15 cm
deep basin provides enough space for comfortable washing of even large pots and pans. The faucet hole
is located on the drainer surface, allowing you to maintain a clean kitchen without frequent wiping of the
sink and its surroundings. The sink is also equipped with a eccentric control. The automatic drainage
closure is a system that allows you to close and open the water drain using a button. An important
advantage of this solution is the fact that one motion is enough to instantly unlock the water without
having to dip your hands.

The advantage of a granite sink is its color variability and the possibility to match it with the rest of the
kitchen, easy maintenance, and attractive design. Among the main benefits are excellent resistance to
impact, scratches, and high temperatures. The sink has hydrophobic properties, which means that its
surface not only does not allow water molecules to pass through but also repels them. Therefore, the sink
is easy to keep clean.

Key features of the kitchen sink DEANTE ZORBA 760.0E



granite sink with a practical drainer with eccentric control
Deante Zorba 760.0E with a 10-year warranty.
the most common choice for customers for kitchens
sufficiently deep basin (15 cm)
Eco packaging made from environmentally friendly materials
The sink is intended for top mounting.
suitable for a cabinet of 50 cm
made from the highest quality materials
triple quality control

Note:  colors  may  slightly  differ  in  reality  compared  to  photos,  as  granite  contains  natural  fillers  and
pigments.  The  photos  are  for  illustrative  purposes  only.

Parts of the packaging:

Sifon
Excentric control
Assembly brackets
Release.
Robbery



Parameters
Basic parameters
Sink type: Sink with a drainer
Sink shape: Rectangular
Orientation: Without orientation
Sink material: Granite
Width of the kitchen cabinet: 50 cm
Sink mounting type: Upper
Sink style: Classic sinks
Drain the sink.: 9 cm
Product TARIC code: 68029390
Others
Eccentric control of the drain: Yes
Pre-drilled hole for: Battery + additional opening
Possibility to drill another hole: No
Warranty: 10 years.
Dimensions of the main tray (cm)
Width of the basin: 36.7
The length of the bathtub: 34.4
Depth of the bathtub: 15
Minimum width of the cabinet: 50
The average size of the basin.: No
Sink dimensions (cm)

Width of the sink: The text you provided does not contain any Czech text or HTML tags
to translate.

Sink length: 76
Sink depth: 16
Sink weight (kg): 15
Dimensions of the sink package (cm)
Width of the packaging: 45.5
Height of the packaging: 16,8
Depth of the packaging: 77.5
Weight including packaging (kg): 16



  

   


